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Abstract—GPUs are getting more and more important in scientific computing, slowly growing from peripheral accelerators into
central processing nodes. In the same time, current OpenACC
and HMPP directive-based approaches imply offloading of “hot”
code regions onto GPUs, as the only one possible development
strategy. Furthermore, as the portion of GPU code and target
application size grows, essential limitations of this programming
model such as unsupported external functions calls and insufficient data dependencies analysis become critical. This paper
introduces more robust parallelism detection approach based
on runtime-assisted polyhedral analysis and LLVM compiler
infrastructure, as well as a novel GPU-centric execution model.
Complemented by GCC frontend, NVPTX backend and other
parts, complete GPU compiler prototype called KernelGen has
been developed. Test kernels produced by KernelGen are up
to 60% faster than PGI OpenACC compiler. KernelGen is
proposed as community open-source platform for GPU compiler
optimizations research.

∙

I. I NTRODUCTION
The mass use of the GPU-enabled computing clusters
requires broad adaptation of many complex applications. The
CUDA and OpenCL programming models are well suited
for small programs with several concentrated computational
kernels. However, for larger applications consisting of many
individual interacting blocks, such as numerical models, the
complexity of setting up efficient interaction between original
code and new GPU code portions increases dramatically.
Many companies and research groups still postpone porting
of their applications, since in addition to GPU-specific implementation, it is often required to keep back the conservative
CPU version, which eventually results into larger resources
consumptions on development and support of segmented code
base. Moreover, scientific specialists accustomed to work with
simple CPU code in Fortran and focus on their problem
domain, could hardly be forced to deal with complicated
details of GPU parallelism, which limits further research
activities in accelerated codes. Driven by the need to simplify
this process, a number of new types of programming models
have emerged:
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The directive-based extensions to existing high-level
languages with user-controlled parallelism, similar
to OpenMP. This type of programming technologies
introduce sets of directives (annotations) for marking
up the code regions intended for execution on GPU.
Based on this extra information, compiler automatically
generates hybrid executable binary. In order to standardize the set of directives for C/C++/Fortran, commercial
compiler vendors formed OpenACC [7] and OpenHMPP
[8] consortiums. F2C-ACC source-to-source processor is
able to perform directive-based GPU code generation for
a subset of Fortran programming language [10]. Similar
set of directives is being developed by Intel for Many
Integrated Core (MIC) platform [9].
Despite the higher code porting robustness, directivebased extensions still require notable developer effort
in organizing correct and efficient computations. Some
of aforementioned compilers perform extra checks to
ensure loops parallelism and settings consistency, others
– blindly follow the user preference. Compilers are often
“too careful” while making decisions about loops parallelism based only on internal analysis, and user may
need to force porting with additional directives. Most of
directive-based compilers do not support generation of
GPU kernels for loops with calls to functions from other
compilation units or libraries, introducing significant limitation for this type of methods in large applications.
The domain-specific languages (DSL) specially designed to express the parallelism of algorithms in
specific problem domain. In recent years many DSLs
and embedded DSLs have emerged. Their main idea is
to bring closer the language features and requirements
of programs in specific problem domain, and in the
same time – to eliminate too strict specialization for
particular hardware. In fact, DSLs introduce an additional
level of programming abstraction, which is lowered by
compiler or source-to-source processor into code for
specific target architectures. For instance, PATUS [1] is
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a C-like DSL designed for programming finite difference problems on rectangular grids. Efficient code could
be generated for multicore CPUs with support of SSE
and AVX extensions. Another DSL [5] is proposed for
the similar problem domain, but embeds into C++ and
heavily uses templates. Binaries could be generated for
CPUs and NVIDIA GPUs. An embedded DSL called
Halide [6] supports code generation for x86-64/SSE,
ARM v7/NEON and NVIDIA GPUs, and is intended
mainly for image processing.
The testing of DSLs/eDSLs is usually performed in comparison to hand-tuned programs, making it hard to evaluate the possible benefits over directive-based compilers
and other DSLs. Every unique DSL typically has only
one developer group, limiting the concurrency. Utilizing
DSLs in existing programs usually require massive code
rewrite, resulting into the similar drawbacks as for CUDA
and OpenCL discussed earlier.
Automatic analysis for code parallelism based on
heuristics or polyhedral analysis. Technologies of this
type are intended for computing data dependencies and
iteration spaces with exact methods or heuristics. Heuristics are currently utilized by most of commercial compilers, while research and experimental solutions often implement more complex methods, such as the polyhedral
analysis. For instance, [11] implemented a GCC compiler
extension for automatic transformation of parallel loops
into OpenCL kernels. Similar solution capable of transforming C/C++ loops into CUDA kernels called PPCG
has been developed for Clang [12]. Both projects utilize
CLooG polyhedral analysis library [13] for identifying
parallel loops in compler internal representation (IR).
Source-to-source compiler Par4all [14] transforms C and
Fortran code into CUDA, OpenCL or OpenMP kernels
using another polyhedral analysis system called PIPS.

In any case, explicit CUDA, directive-based programming
models and specialized languages still presume significant
manual code modification. For this reason, it is practically
very difficult to completely port a large enough application on
the GPU. And if an application is only partially ported, the
host-device data synchronization may significantly impact the
overall performance. For example, when porting only single
WSM5 block of the WRF model with the PGI Accelerator,
the time spent on data synchronization is 40-60 % of the total
time [16].
Comparing existing technologies capabilities with the typical scenarios and issues of large applications porting, a
number of desirable properties of next-generation compiler
frameworks could be derived:
∙
∙

∙

Support a large set of existing popular programming
languages.;
Automatically analyze the source code for parallelism
and transform it into GPU kernels, without developer
assistance;
Code generation process, fully compatible with resular

host code compilation;
Minimize the dataflow between the main system memory
and the GPU;
∙ Co-exist with other levels of parallelism, first of all –
with MPI.
The goal of KernelGen project is to create a compiler, fitting
these requirements and developing a roadmap for improving
the necessary compiler technologies. Clearly, such system
cannot be built neither as a directive-based compiler, nor as a
DSL, however, it could use some existing research tools for
automatic loops analysis. KerelGen is being developed at the
junction of numerical methods, compiler theory and practical
implementation of the new technology.
This article proposes a prototype KernelGen GPU compiler,
aiming to perform original program code compilation into
mixed CPU+GPU binary, and to organize seamless interoperation of host and device parts. Section II describes compiler
pipeline, linking, execution model and memory management.
Section III explains the necessary modifications made to existing parallel loops analysis and transformation tool, in order
to generate GPU kernels. Sections IV and V are dedicated
to auxiliary compiler subsystems and performance testing,
respectively.
∙

II. K ERNEL G EN COMPILER PIPELINE
During compiler toolchain development, it is important to
choose the most suitable existing infrastructure, by number of
criteria: frontends for different languages, flexibility of internal representation, presence of the basic optimization passes
and efficient backends for target architectures, popularity and
community support. The most suitable candidates are GCC,
LLVM and Open64 compilers. GCC compiler supports the
highest number of programming languages, but does not have
GPU frontends, while LLVM and Open64 have backends for
NVIDIA PTX ISA. Open64 compiler has frontends for C, C++
and Fortran, generates fairly efficient code, but unfortunately
has very segmented community. LLVM compiler does not have
Fortran frontend, but DragonEgg [15] plugin can bridge GCC
frontends with LLVM middle-end and backends. LLVM has
its own NVPTX GPU backend, features simple intermediate
representation (LLVM IR) and is developed much more intensively than GCC or Open64. Driven by these considerations,
KernelGen is based on LLVM.
KernelGen compiler works directly with the original application, no changes in the source code or in the compilation
process are required. Technically, KernelGen chains as a
plugin to a slightly modified GCC compiler frontend, and
therefore is fully compatible with its command line options.
Although compatibility is extremely important to support
large complex applications, it is often neglected in the novel
programming models design. In order to conserve the original
build process, a multi-stage pipeline similar to Link Time
Optimization (LTO) is used: the preliminary representation
of GPU code is first embedded into the special section of
object files and then is transformed into GPU kernels source
during linking. The final compilation of GPU kernels into

binary code is performed by request in runtime (JIT, just-intime compilation). The basic flowgraph of KernelGen compiler
pipeline is shown in Fig. 1.
As the result, the original application is converted into the
set of GPU kernels: one (for executable) or more (for multiple
shared libraries) main kernels, and many computational loops
kernels. The main kernels are executed on GPU in single
thread. They are intended to track the static and dynamic data,
execute some simple serial code and launch computational
kernels on GPU and offload onto CPU the non-portable host
functions calls, as well as the code portions inefficient for GPU
execution. While the main kernels are serial, the computational
loops kernels are executed in parallel to completely utilize
the GPU resources. Thus, the largest possible portion of code
is executed on GPU, while CPU only coordinates kernels
interaction. For instance, in MPI application compiled with
KernelGen each process will run a main GPU kernel, a set of
computational kernels and some hostcalls for MPI routines.
CUDA-aware implementation of MPI [17] may additionally
eliminate CPU-GPU data roundtrips, if messages could be
passed between GPUs in peer-to-peer mode.
KernelGen execution model has a lot of common with
Intel MIC native mode, but works on GPUs, where scalar
multiprocessors could be efficiently deployed, without the
need of code vectorization.
A. Compilation
During individual objects compilation both x86-assembler
and LLVM IR are generated, thus the application could still be
deployed on host without GPUs. In order to parse the source
code, the GCC compiler frontends are used together with the
DragonEgg plugin, converting the GCC’s gimple into LLVM
IR. In LLVM IR of each object the computational loops are
extracted into separate functions callable through the generic
kernelgen launch interface:
i n t kernelgen_launch ( u n s i g n e d c h a r * kernel ,
u n s i g n e d l o n g l o n g szdata ,
u n s i g n e d l o n g l o n g szdatai ,
u n s i g n e d i n t * data )

where kernel is the function name (in runtime is replaced
with the fixed function address), szdata and szdatai are the
sizes of function arguments and integer function arguments
respectively (integer arguments are used as a signature for
searching precompiled kernel binaries in runtime), and data
are the function arguments aggregated into naturally aligned
structure.
Stacks of nested loops are extracted into separate functions
using the LLVM BranchedLoopExtractor pass in compiletime. As result of this pass, each loop in LLVM IR is cloned
into its own function (that may later become a GPU kernel),
execution switches between original version and function call,
depending on the result of branching instruction:
i f ( kernelgen_launch ( kernel , szdata , szdatai , data←˒
) == −1) {
/ / Launch o r i g i n a l l o o p .
}

With such conditional construct the KernelGen runtime library
is able to switch between different loop representations. For
instance, if the particular loop is identified as non-parallel, the
kernelgen launch returns -1, and the main kernel executes its
original code. This loop may still have nested parallel loops,
which will be recursively visited in the same fashion. If the
whole stack of nested loops is non-parallel, or makes calls to
unresolved external CPU functions, or is estimated to have no
GPU execution benefit, then it is executed on host using the
kernelgen hostcall interface:
__device__ v o i d kernelgen_hostcall (
c h a r * kernel , u n s i g n e d l o n g l o n g szdata ,
u n s i g n e d l o n g l o n g szdatai , u n s i g n e d i n t * data←˒
);

In case of the host call request, the main GPU kernel issues
a callback to host, passes function name and argument list
and suspends until the host call is finished. Host compiles and
executes the requested function using the Foreign Function
Interface (FFI).
B. Linking
When linking individual objects in the resulting application
or library, LLVM IR code also gets linked into IR-module
for main kernel, and one IR-module for each individual loop
kernel. completely optimized and inlined. At the end on
linking, IR code is embedded into application binary and then
optimized and compiled in runtime, on demand.
Special care must be taken of the global variables and
constants. Although global values are located in GPU global
memory, they could not be shared across kernels compiled
into separate object files, due to the absence of GPU dynamic
linker. To workaround this issue, all global values uses are
indexed during linking and replaced with actual addresses in
runtime at LLVM IR level.
C. Execution model
The main kernel is launched with application startup and
runs on GPU all the time. When host call or computational
kernel is executed, the main kernel suspends (actively spins on
atomic CAS) and continues execution only after the callback
is finished. To work with this design, GPU must support
the concurrent kernels execution (CKE) or kernel preemption.
CKE is supported by NVIDIA GPUs with Compute Capability
2.0 and higher, while on AMD GPUs this feature is not
supported. For this reason KernelGen currently works only
with NVIDIA GPUs.
The kernelgen launch and kernelgen hostcall calls consist
of two parts: GPU device-functions and CPU calls. These
functions perform the final binary code generation and GPU
kernel launch or arguments loading and CPU function launch
using FFI, respectively. The message passing between host and
device parts can be organized through GPU global memory or
host pinned memory. To guarantee the correct values delivery,
read and write operations must be atomic. For this reason, the
interaction has been implemented using the global memory.

3. Run-time
1. Compile-time
1.1. Generate binary CPU code

2. Link-time
2.1. Load LLVM IR form objects

3.1. Load LLVM IR from binary
3.2. Load external LLVM IR for
math and workflow control

1.2. Generate LLVM IR code

2.2. Extract main entry into
separate LLVM IR module

1.3. Branch loops into separate
functions in LLVM IR

2.3. Resolve (link) dependencies
in LLVM IR code

3.3. Optimize, codegen & launch
GPU kernel for main entry,
from LLVM IR

1.4. Embed LLVM IR for loops
into object file

2.4. Embed LLVM IR modules for
loops and main entry into executable binary

3.4. Analyze, optimize, codegen
& launch GPU kernels for
GPU-efficient loops, from LLVM IR
3.5. Handle CPU host calls

Fig. 1.

KernelGen compiler pipeline

On Kepler K20 GPUs previously compiled kernels can be
launched right from the main kernel, without CPU host call,
using the feature of dynamic parallelism.
Since the main GPU kernel makes calls to other computational kernels, it must be able to pass any of its data as their
arguments. But the data allocated in local memory cannot be
shared between kernels. To workaround this limitation, the
original NVPTX backend was modified to host local variables
in .global PTX data section, making them shareable across all
GPU kernels and host.
D. Memory management
One of the unique design solutions behind KernelGen is the
memory management subsystem. Initially, the whole application data is kept in GPU memory, along with the code. In order
to make CPU functions calls compatible with this concept, the
memory synchronization layer is introduced. Once the CPU
function tries to access the address in the GPU memory range,
the segmentation fault signal handler maps the GPU memory
pages into CPU tables and copies the input data. After the
host call is finished, the “dirty” pages are synchronized back
with the GPU.
Memory synchronization is limited to use only page-aligned
mapping (4096 bytes), therefore having all data items aligned
by page boundary would be a very convenient simplification
at this moment. Unfortunately, current CUDA runtime (5.0)
ignores the alignment settings. In order to workaround this
issue, all data items are padded to page size at CUBIN level,
using libelf library functions.
III. G ENERATING GPU KERNELS FOR PARALLEL LOOPS
Polly [3] (from the polyhedral analysis), a part of LLVM
infrastructure, is a set of loops transformation passes based
on CLooG [13]. It is able to identify the parallel loops in
LLVM IR, add extra small loops (tiles) for more efficient
caching, perform loops interchanging, and map loops onto
multiple CPU threads with OpenMP. For the given source

code CLooG builds an abstract syntax tree (AST), and splits
some fused loops. Thanks to splitting, the equivalent partially
parallel representation could be carried out even for loops that
were originally non-parallel. Such approach is rarely used,
most of the modern compilers only check the existing loops
parallelism without deep analysis.
Polly works with the parts of program, whose control flow
and memory access patterns could be predicted, depending on
the fixed set of parameters. Such parts are called static control
parts (SCoPs) The part of a program is a SCoP if the following
conditions are met:
1) SCoP contains only for-loops and if-conditions:
a) Each loop has a single integer induction variable
incremented from a lower bound to an upper bound
by a unit stride. Upper and lower bounds are affine
expressions of SCoP-independent integer parameters and induction variables of parent loops;
b) Expressions in if-conditions must be affine and
may depend on SCoP parameters and induction
variables.
2) Memory accesses are performed using offsets applied to
pointer-parameters of SCoP. Offsets are affine expressions of SCoP parameters and induction variables;
3) Only calls to functions without side effects are allowed
within SCoP.
The first condition implies the structured control flow: it
shall be possible to logically split the code into a hierarchy of single-entry, single-exit fully enclosed basic blocks.
Instructions breaking the control flow (break, goto) are not
allowed. Given affine expressions and SCoP parameters, Polly
can use methods of linear programming to compute the loops
boundaries and memory accesses patterns.
If Polly had worked with program in high-level language
(AST) directly, many constructs such as pointer arithmetics,
while loops or goto operators would have violated the above
requirements. In LLVM IR, an assembler-level language Polly

1. Loop analysis

2. Codegen & optimize for GPU
2.1. Generate GPU-specific LLVM IR
from the resulting CLooG AST

1.1. Load LLVM IR for loop (or nested loops stack)
1.2. Substitute addresses of global variables from runtime
1.3. Substitute pointer and integer parameters

2.2. Compute the GPU grid and strides
for parallel loops

1.4. Run polly preopt passes

2.3. Run standard LLVM IR optimizations

1.5. Check the loop is eligible for polyhedral analysis

2.4. Codegen LLVM IR to PTX with
NVPTX backend

1.6. Create loop ISL description
1.7. Use CLooG to find parallel loops in ISL representation

Fig. 2. Loops analysis and parallel GPU code generation pipeline in KernelGen compiler. Optimization is performed for entire SCoP, code generation – for
each individual function

works with, pointer arithmetics is lowered into register operations, and any loop, regardless its type (for, while) is implemented uniformly, as conditional branch. As a consequence,
Polly has two nice features:
∙ parallelize while-loops, which is not supported by
OpenACC standard;
∙ parallellize loops with pointer arithmetics, which is unsupported at least in PGI OpenACC.
During adaptation of Polly for GPU kernels generation, the
existing OpenMP code generator has been used. In OpenMP
case, if the outer loops is parallel, then its body is wrapped into
separate function and is called through the libgomp – GNU
OpenMP implementation. The mapping of loop iterations on
CPU threads is performed by OpenMP runtime, and only the
most outer loop is parallelized. For KernelGen this logic was
modified in the following ways:
1) Map loop iteration space is manually mapped onto GPU
compute grid, favoring coalesced GPU global memory
transactions;
2) Not only the outer loop, but all nested loops are processed recursively, to utilize the multidimensional grids
of threads.
Suppose in a given nested loops stack it is possible to
parallelize 𝑁 closely-nested loops. Then the kernel can be
launched on a grid with 𝑁 dimensions (for CUDA 𝑁 ≤ 3).
For each dimension mapped onto GPU threads KernelGen
generates code to compute the thread index in block and block
index in grid. Each parallel loop corresponds to single grid
dimension in reverse order: the most inner loop corresponds
to X dimension (this allows to coalesce memory transactions
of threads in the same warp). For each parallel loop KernelGen
generates code to determine the lower and upper boundaries of
the iteration space executed by GPU thread. Finally, the code
for loops with modified boundaries and strides is generated.
Fig. 2 shows loops analysis and parallel GPU code generation pipeline of KernelGen compiler.

A. Optimizing GPU kernels for memory locality
TODO
IV. E XTRA RUNTIME SUBSYSTEMS
A. GPU math module
Introduction of LLVM backend for generating GPU assembly (NVPTX backend) was positioned by NVIDIA as
“open-sourcing” the CUDA compiler. However, NVIDIA’s
frontend for C/C++/CUDA is proprietary and closed-source,
while clang supports only a very limited subset of CUDA
keywords. Another significant part of compiler unavailable
in LLVM is the GPU C99 math functions library. Since in
CUDA compiler these functions are implemented as C/C++
headers, their use with other languages available in LLVM
is problematic, with exception of a subset of builtins. For
instance, such functions as double-precision sin, cos, pow are
not available. In KernelGen this problem has been solved by
converting standard C/C++ CUDA math headers into LLVM
IR either using clang (required numerous code modifications,
resulting IR code is possibly not entirely valid) or by dumping
IR from cicc (a part of nvcc CUDA compiler pipeline). In
latter case, IR math module could be produced by compiling
an empty .cu-file and dumping IR code from cicc using
debugger. IR code generated by cicc is compatible with the
actual LLVM version and allows to perfom IR-level linking of
client application code and math functions module, regardless
the used original high-level language. For instance, using this
method KernelGen is able to generate GPU kernels for Fortran
programs.
B. Asynchronous GPU kernels loader
KernelGen needs to compile kernels in runtime and load
their binaries into the GPU memory in the background of
launched main kernel. Normally, manual kernels loading could
be performed with cuModuleLoad and cuModuleGetFunction
functions of standard CUDA Driver API. But both of this

calls are implicitly synchronous, probably due to the memory
allocation. Facing this problem, KernelGen had no way, but to
provide its own implementation for loading kernels code into
preallocated GPU memory region.
The kernel loader is based on the following concept. Initially, a large empty kernel (containing NOPs) is loaded into
GPU memory with regular CUDA Driver API functions, to
act as a container for other kernels code. Once runtime needs
to load a new kernel, its binary code is copied into container
address space, which is known through the Effective Program
Counter value (LEPC instruction of Fermi ISA). This way
container can host the code of many smaller kernels one
after another (with some extra offset for proper instruction
cache flushing). In fact, such dynamic kernels loader generally
works as a simple memory pool. But there is also one extra
characteristic to track: the register count. Dynamic loader
creates 63 kernel stubs (entry points) using 1 to 63 registers.
Once particular kernel launch is requested for the first time,
its code is loaded into container, using device-side memory
copying kernel (kernel loader), since cudaMemcpy will not
permit copying to unmanaged memory range. Then, the entrypoint kernel with matching register count and the specified
GPU compute grid is lauched. The only instruction of entry
point kernel performs jump to the start of actual kernel code
specified in the fixed item of GPU constant memory (Fig. 3).
As result, new kernels launches are performed without calls
to cuModuleLoad and cuModuleGetFunction. Since there are
no LEPC, absolute JMP and NOP instructions in CUDA C
or PTX assembler, kernel loader/container and entry points
are implemented in Fermi ISA, using AsFermi assembler [4].
Entry points register counts are defined in the sections of
CUBIN ELF binary and are also set by AsFermi.
C. GPU kernels dynamic linker
Loops kernels are expected to have no static GPU memory
allocations (all data is passed over the aggregated parameters
structure), but still may make calls to other device functions,
for instance, GPU math. Thus, kernel loader should either
support loading of called functions or let all kernels to reuse
functions coming with the main kernel module, where they
always present to serve the fallback branches. The current
ptxas assembler (converts PTX to GPU ISA, e.g. to Fermi
ISA) supports two modes for device functions calls:
∙ cloning=yes – in this mode every device function will
have multiple copies, each one specialized for particular
call site, which usually allows to perform more efficient
register allocation for the price of larger code size. Cloned
functions bodies follow the caller code and are accounted
into the caller code size in CUBIN ELF records. Functions addresses used in calls are hard-coded in callers
assembly. This mode is activated by default;
∙ cloning=no – in this mode a single copy of device
function is shared across all call sites, possibly requiring
more registers, but keeping the code very compact in
comparison to cloned version. Functions addresses used
in calls are unresolved (JCAL 0x0), ELF relocation table

contains called functions names for the corresponding
JCAL instructions offsets. Shared device functions are
normal functions directly visible in CUBIN ELF symbols
table or cuobjdump.
Some of GPU math functions have static memory allocations (e.g. trigonometric tables). For this reason, KernelGen
shares functions across all kernels, using a mechanism, similar
to conventional dynamic linking:
∙ all kernels are compiled with cloning=no;
∙ for loops kernels – only kernel code is loaded, for main
kernel – kernel body, functions and the corresponding
data;
∙ kernel loader and main kernel are merged into single
module, to have all kernels in the same module
∙ upon main kernel load, KernelGen custom dynamic linker
builds a table of functions names and their absolute
addresses;
∙ upon loop kernel load, KernelGen custom dynamic linker
resolves functions calls defined by the relocation table
with (name, address) table of main kernel, replacing
JCAL 0x0 instruction with a JCAL to actual function
address, using AsFermi assembler.
D. GPU dynamic memory heap
Several types of CUDA API functions, such as device
memory allocation or loading of GPU binary module always
force synchronization of all asynchronous operations. Since
KernelGen execution model requires persistent run of main
GPU kernel during entire application lifetime, any additional
memory allocation or CUDA module load would result into a
deadlock. This behavior of standard CUDA functions forced
KernelGen to introduce alternative implementations.
The host version of GPU memory allocation function is
reasonably synchronous. But even the device malloc function
appears to be synchronous, which is unexpected, since the
memory buffers for individual threads should be preallocated.
For this reason, KernelGen currently implements its own
simple dynamic GPU memory pool.
V. T ESTING
KernelGen is being tested on three types of applications:
behavior correctness tests, performance tests and user applications. Behavior tests are intended to track code generation issues, performance tests allow to spot performance regressions
in comparison to earlier KernelGen builds and other compilers.
In performance testing, preference is given to intercomparisons
between KernelGen and other parallelizing compilers, rather
than with hand-written GPU kernels, because it allows to better
analyze compiler capabilities within its class of systems.
Performance test suite consists of several typical singleprecision numerical algorithms on 2D or 3D regular grids.
Each algorithm is performed in 2-3 parallel spatial loops
enclosed into non-parallel time iterations loop. Tests are
partially adopted from [2], detailed descriptions and source
codes are presented in [20]. The test suite is specially designed to perform comparisons with directive-based language

Load kernel code into container before the first launch
Client program
Launch kernel1
(with nregs = 0)

…

Launch kernel2
(with nregs = 62)

…

Entry-point kernels
nregs = 0
JMP c[0x3][0x8];

Code loader kernel

nregs = 1
JMP c[0x3][0x8];

kernel1 binary code

nregs = 2
JMP c[0x3][0x8];

…
nregs = 62
JMP c[0x3][0x8];
nregs = 63
JMP c[0x3][0x8];

c[0x3][0x8]
JMP address
loaded into GPU
constant memory

kernel2 binary code

Empty space (NOPs)
Dynamic GPU code
container-kernel
(loader + free space)

CUBIN ELF module
Fig. 3. KernelGen custom dynamic kernels loader: new kernels code is loaded into dummy container-kernel address space and executed through one of 63
kernels-stubs denoting the register count and kernel code starting address.

extensions. Current version supports OpenACC and OpenMP
extensions for MIC. Fig. 4 shows normalized performance
differences between tests kernels compiled with KernelGen
and PGI OpenACC. The corresponding absolute execution
times and register counts are listed in Table I. Tests jacobi,
matmul and sincos are implemented in Fortran, the rest of
test suite – in C. KernelGen automatically recognizes parallel
spatial loops inside non-parallel time iterations loop, while PGI
does this only with appropriate manually inserted OpenACC
directives.
Additional testing on COSMO [18] and WRF [19] numerical models showed KernelGen is able to generate consistent
GPU-enabled executables for complex applications in reasonable time.
VI. C ONCLUSION
KernelGen project implemented an original approach for
automatic code porting on NVIDIA GPUs, well-suited for
complex applications. Conserving the original source code,
compiler aims to move onto GPU the maximum possible portion of code, including memory allocations, creating efficient
data layout principally for GPU computations. KernelGen performs loops parallelism analysis, based on Polly and CLooG,
complementing them with GPU-specific LLVM IR code generation. LLVM IR is further lowered into PTX assembler
using NVPTX backend, jointly developed by NVIDIA and
LLVM community. Performance testing showed GPU kernels
generated with KernelGen are on par with with commercial
PGI OpenACC compiler.
In order to start broader use of KernelGen in scientific
applications, some additional runtime subsystems still have
to be implemented. For instance, the current version misses
infrastructure for estimating kernels computational complexity

and collecting execution statistics, needed for efficient dynamic switching between CPU and GPU versions. Parallel
kernels generator should be extended to support tiling/locality
for more efficient memory utilization, and reduction idiom
recognition. Launching of loops kernels could be implemented
more efficiently on K20 GPUs, where dynamic parallelism
allows direct spawning another kernel launch from the current
kernel, without a host call.
KernelGen source code is available under the University of
Illinois/NCSA license (with exception of GCC plugin, which
has to be GPL) at the project website: http://kernelgen.org/.
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